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Annual Report for FY2007 (1 November 2006 – 30 September 2007) 

EAR-031760 Support of UNAVCO Community and Facility Activities 

1.0 Executive Summary 

Summarized in this report are the activities of the UNAVCO Facility for the fifth year of the 
UNAVCO Community and Facility Cooperative Agreement (CA). The CA funds the UNAVCO 
Facility’s core activities for NSF EAR, NASA, and NSF Office of Polar Programs (OPP via 
supplements). Since the inception of UNAVCO, Inc., in 2001, the UNAVCO Consortium 
membership has grown to 66 Members and 39 Associate members from around the globe (Figure 
1). UNAVCO provides support as described below to the solid Earth and polar research 
communities that make up the membership of UNAVCO. The membership meets annually at the 
Fall American Geophysical Union meeting to conduct business and to elect the UNAVCO Board 
of Directors. The UNAVCO Board meets three times year. UNAVCO also has two Standing 
Committees, for Facility and Education and Outreach, which advise UNAVCO in the services it 
provides and on longer term planning. 
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Figure 1. (left) UNAVCO Consortium Membership; (right) Members are located around the globe. 

UNAVCO, Inc. Headquarters and its three programs (Facility, Plate Boundary Observatory, and 
Education and Outreach) have grown to over 105 full-time, and 31 temporary employees in six 
locations. Principal activities of the UNAVCO Facility include providing field equipment, 
engineering, data, and education and outreach support to Principal Investigator EAR, OPP, and 
Community projects. UNAVCO is also part of the team constructing EarthScope Plate Boundary 
Observatory, a major solid Earth science initiative of the National Science Foundation. The 
Facility provides some project support to PBO, manages the PBO Nucleus project that operates 
the existing GPS networks that will be folded into PBO in 2008, provides PBO and Nucleus GPS 
data and products archiving and distribution, and manages the GeoEarthScope project. 
UNAVCO, with JPL, operates and maintains the NASA Global GNSS Network (GGN). 

With Facility support, UNAVCO Community investigators are studying earthquake processes, 
mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate tectonics, plate boundary zone deformation, 
intraplate deformation, glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy, global change, and polar 
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processes. These scientific investigations are described in the Facility and Community proposal 
found at: http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/proposals/proposals.html. 

Facility Support Summary 
Through the core NSF EAR Instrumentation and Facilities Cooperative Agreement, UNAVCO 
operates facilities that provide engineering, equipment, data management, archiving, and 
information technology support to NSF EAR and OPP (Antarctic and Arctic programs) funded 
peer-reviewed projects, and operates with JPL the NASA GGN. The UNAVCO Facility in 
Boulder, CO, is organized into two primary groups (and activities), Engineering and Data. The 
Facility Engineering Group provides project management, planning, installation, operations and 
maintenance of continuous GPS networks around the globe. The Facility also provides state-of-
the-art equipment for campaigns and semi-permanent surveys and field engineering upon 
request. Engineers and technicians also undertake technology development, testing, and systems 
integration to support new project demands. Curation and distribution of data are an important 
part of the Facility’s responsibilities. The Facility Data Group services include data management 
and archiving GPS data and data products for future applications. The Facility also contributes 
significantly to educational and outreach supporting the UNAVCO E&O program and PI E&O 
projects. 

Support to Individual Researchers 
UNAVCO has the unique and fundamental role of providing solid Earth and cryospheric science 
researchers with free access to a pooled resource of geodetic technologies, equipment, data, 
technical support and collaboration that are key enablers of fundamental research being 
conducted from the equator to the poles (e.g. Figure 2).  

  

Figure 2 (left). UNAVCO EAR PI Support. A major seismo-magmatic event in the Afar region of Ethiopia in 
October 2005 prompted installation of 10 continuous GPS stations around the rift in January 2006 by scientists from 
Purdue University, Lamont-Doherty Observatory, and University of Rochester in the U.S., in collaboration with the 
Geophysical Observatory of the Addis Ababa University in Ethiopia and the University of Leeds in the U.K. Local 
resident Mohamed Sahele guards station KM74 on the campaign GPS transect east of the rift zone. These were 
serviced in 2007 with field support from UNAVCO. Courtesy E. Calais. Figure 2 (right). UNAVCO OPP PI 
Support UNAVCO Facility supports Antarctic and Arctic Projects. Shown is a UNAVCO engineer installing a 
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GPS base station in support of a drilling project in the McMurdo Dry Valleys, Antarctica (PI: Karl Kreutz, 
University of Maine). Strain grid surveys on the Clark and Commonwealth Glaciers assess the annual ice motion in 
the vicinity of the drill sites. 

Supporting International GNSS Infrastructure 

UNAVCO also supports an international GNSS infrastructure that provides data to enable high-
precision scientific applications (Figure 3). Principal components of this support include 
operation of NASA’s GGN, and technical services for the International GNSS Service (IGS). By 
supporting these activities, UNAVCO assures availability of a high-quality global data set to 
develop a high-precision geodetic reference frame and satellite orbital parameters that are used 
by nearly every high-precision GNSS geodetic project. In addition to providing a precise 
reference frame, the products and data from the IGS are directly used for global geodetic studies 
of plate tectonics, mass loading and strain rate. NASA funding is provided via an NSF pass 
through to the Facility through this CA. 

  

Figure 3. UNAVCO Support to GGN. (left) The GPS and VLBI station at Santiago, Chile, is one of the NASA 
GGN stations managed by UNAVCO and JPL. This station, as well as many others in the GGN (right, light-colored 
solid circles), are co-located with other space geodetic systems to provide important geodetic ties and shared 
infrastructure costs. UNAVCO is supporting an IGS and JPL modernization project by augmenting six GGN sites 
with L5 GPS receivers (dark solid circles). 

Reporting 
A detailed of account of UNAVCO activities in FY2007 is presented in this report. Two types of 
reporting metrics are used. The first is the overall summary of engineering and data activities 
over the last eight years (Table 1). The second is a set of detailed metrics, given in the main body 
of this report, that are associated with specific elements of the Facility’s Work Breakdown 
Structure (WBS). Reporting of these detailed metrics was started the first quarter of FY2007. 
Past annual reports, and quarterly interim reports to NSF are archived at 
http://www.unavco.org/pubs_reports/reports/reports.html).  

The first row in summary Table 1 is the number of PI projects receiving Facility engineering or 
equipment support, ranging from project design and budgeting to full field implementation. In 
2007, 52 projects per year from EAR and another 49 with community support are expected to be 
supported by the end of the year. Polar projects and EarthScope related projects are not reported 
here. The number of new permanent stations installed with Facility participation was 50 in 2007. 
The number of permanent stations falling under the Facility umbrella for general Operations and 
Management support has risen considerably from 232 stations in 2000 to 678 in 2007. PBO 
stations are not included as O&M and data management are primarily handled by the PBO 
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project. Of the 678 stations, the Facility has primary responsibility for O&M for 375 stations. 
The remainder of the stations receive significant support from PIs and their collaborators and the 
Facility has a secondary data management role. 

 

Activity by FY 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 (Q4 
Projected) 

PI Projects 
Supported 24 40 32 46 48 

58 
+38 

Community

48 
+37 

Community 

52 
+49 

Community 
Permanent Stations 
Installed/Upgraded 31 21 22 26 ~25 ~55 28 

+Nucleus 
50 

+Nucleus 
Permanent Stations 
O&M 
(Non-PBO/Nucleus) 

232 256 287 320 555 593 621 678 

Campaigns 
Archived 58 39 93 50 71 41 39 55 

Permanent 
Archived 164 177 217 270 

380 
(Incl. 40 

PBO) 

681 
(Includes 
162 PBO) 

1092 
(Includes 
373 PBO) 

1368 
(Includes 
605 PBO) 

Total UNAVCO 
Support Requests  75 81 78 108 157 131 101 

Unique Institutions 
w/Support Requests  33 43 42 47 63 46 58 

Table 1. Summary of overall metrics for Facility engineering and data activities 2000-2007 (not including OPP 
which has been tracked separately to date). 

2.0 UNAVCO Support of PI Science Investigations 

The UNAVCO Facility is organized into two primary groups, the Engineering Group that 
handles engineering, network operations and maintenance and equipment support, and the Data 
Group that handles data management, archiving and data distribution. While functionally 
distinct, these two groups conduct their work collaboratively and with a strong sense of team 
effort and a spirit of cooperation and support to the Community. The Engineering Group is itself 
organized with a project management structure in recognition of the need to put additional focus 
on larger projects. The Engineering Group provides comprehensive permanent and campaign 
project support including planning and budgets, installation, operations, training, technical 
support, field engineering, and maintenance as well as system testing and development. The 
Engineering Group also maintains, tracks, and ships the UNAVCO central pool receivers that are 
loaned to projects. The group also assembles, tests, and repairs permanent station equipment 
including the new PBO permanent station and campaign systems. The Data Group handles data 
management, archiving and data distribution tasks and manages a large and diverse assemblage 
of data handling, data storage and retrieval, database, and backup computer systems. Facility 
Operations and Infrastructure staff provide a host of information technology resources including 
computer systems administration, web, application, administrative, and database support. 

The Facility’s role in support of the various aspects of a project is described in Figure 4. The 
degree of support depends on what other resources are available to the project. For individual PI 
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projects the Facility support can be quite comprehensive. However for large projects such as 
EarthScope, UNAVCO and PBO have substantial resources and the Facility role is directed 
toward engineering support upon request, equipment testing and handling, and archiving. 

 
Figure 4. Typical phases of a GPS project and types of support provided by the UNAVCO Facility. 

The implementation of a GPS project is collaborative involving the Principal Investigators (PIs) 
and Facility staff and the various phases are depicted in a general fashion in Figure 4. The 
process can involve: 

1) Technical planning and budget development for proposals 
2) Pre-deployment Planning, Preparation and Training including UNAVCO Classes. 
3) GPS Data Collection and Network Operation and Maintenance. 
4) Data Pre-processing. 
5) Data Processing and Scientific Analysis. 
6) Archiving of Data and Science Products. 

2.1 Engineering and Equipment Support 

Summarized below is the engineering and equipment support given to Individual Principal 
Investigator (PI) projects, EarthScope/PBO, NASA and Polar, and other Community projects. 
Generally in 2007 permanent station network support has continued to increase and campaign 
deployments have continued to involve larger numbers of receivers with agent deployments 
common. 

NSF-EAR PI Projects 
UNAVCO provides specialized technology support to EAR investigators in utilizing GPS within 
projects. The primary research applications include active tectonics, intraplate deformation, deep 
Earth dynamics, plate rigidity, plate boundary deformation, tectonic geomorphology, and 
volcano studies, among others. Services and support are offered for a variety of operating modes, 
including traditional campaign mode measurements, semi permanent or permanent networks, 
real-time and post processed kinematic surveys, and more recently, through GeoEarthScope, 
specialized surveys for precision navigation of aircraft conducting precision airborne LiDAR 
surveys. 

The primary services offered to PIs center around acquiring, distributing, archiving and applying 
high-precision geodetic data, including: project management, field engineering and technical 
support services to plan and execute surveys and permanent station installations; network 
engineering services for permanent network operations, network maintenance, data flow 
monitoring and troubleshooting; equipment testing services to evaluate and improve 
performance; system integration and software development services for development of 
advanced systems; technical support, consultation and training for researchers in applying 
geodetic technologies; and logistics services for worldwide deployments, including property 
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tracking and management, import/export and shipping; and data management and archiving 
services. 

In FY2007, 52 core projects were supported by the UNAVCO Facility, ranging from project 
design and budgets for proposals to full field deployments for new networks and network 
upgrades in the field. These include both campaign and permanent station projects at diverse 
locations around the world. Support spans a range of possibilities shown in Figure 4. Permanent 
station support continues to be the largest component of UNAVCO project support. The 
UNAVCO Facility is currently responsible for helping some or all aspects of installation, 
monitoring, maintenance, technical, and/or archive support to 678 GPS stations in support of 101 
discrete projects under multiple sponsors (Appendix A). 401 of these are operated and 
maintained with support from the Facility Engineering Group. The remainder of stations receive 
archiving or advisory support. A Work Breakdown Structure summary of engineering and 
technical support provided to PI projects is included in Table 2. A list of projects supported is 
included in Table 3. 

WBS 
Element Task Metric Count 
1.1.1.2 Permanent Station Ops stations monitored (on O&M list) 401
  station maintenance events 190
1.1.1.3 PI Project Services Projects 152
1.1.1.4.1 Engineering Technical 

Support (email / phone) 
tech support requests 226

1.1.1.4.2 Development and Testing D&T projects completed 6
1.1.1.4.3  Pool Equipment receivers in pool 279
  receivers delivered to projects 237
  receivers on long term deployment (see receiver

pool table)
1.1.1.4.4 PI Equipment Repairs 

(RMAs) 
receivers repaired 152

1.1.1.4.5 PI Training Classes, 
Workshops, Meetings 

classes/meetings held or participated in 5

Table 2. Engineering Performance Metrics – EAR 2007. 

The needs of UNAVCO users have expanded due to the large number of GNSS receivers that 
now reside within the community. Broader technical support is now provided by UNAVCO in 
supporting larger numbers of users with more equipment and diverse needs. Many campaign 
mode deployments are handled independently by investigators using both their own and pool 
equipment, with training and technical support provided by UNAVCO. A significant shift toward 
integrating semi permanent or permanent operating modes within the PI projects has increased 
the need for centralized network engineering, installation, operation and maintenance services. 
Sustaining engineering functions to continue to improve power and telemetry systems have 
continued to grow in importance as we have met requirements for networked GPS stations 
deployed to ever more remote locations. 
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Figure 5. PI Michael Steckler of Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory inspects the antenna mount. GPS station JURI 
is located at the Sagarnal Health Complex in the Sylhet Division of northeastern Bangladesh. 

UNAVCO maintains an event response capability and plan for providing resources on short notice 
to take advantage of special opportunities arising in response to significant geophysical events, 
such as earthquakes, volcanic activity, landslides, aseismic transients, unusual glacial activity, or 
unusual subsidence or uplift. This has been exercised in response to multiple events in the last year, 
including deployments to Afar/Ethiopia, the Andaman Islands and Sierra Negra Volcano. 

 

Figure 6. Continuous GPS station DA03 in the Afar region of Ethiopia. This area has experienced increased 
seismicity and an explosive fissural volcanic eruption between September 14 and ~October 8, 2006. Early InSAR 
results show that these events have been accompanied by the intrusion of a ~60 km long dike with up to 8 m of 
opening. Scientists from Purdue University and Lamont-Doherty Observatory in the U.S., Oxford University and 
Royal Holloway University in the U.K., and the University of Addis Ababa in Ethiopia have installed 10 continuous 
GPS stations to better understand this major diking event, the largest to have occurred on land in the era of satellite 
geodesy. Technical support was essential and provided by UNAVCO (photo and caption courtesy of E. Calais). 
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NSF EAR and Other Programs (Except EarthScope) 
Campaign or Mixed Mode Projects 

Project Name or Location PI Support Involved 
Iceland GPS/LIDAR Survey 2008 Peter C. La Femina Proposal planning, budgeting & 

letter of support, full deployment 
including TLS 

RETREAT V Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
RETREAT V part II Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
STEEP - Seward Throat Velocity Measurements 2007 Bernard Hallet Pool equipment loan 
STEEP Campaign 2007 Terry Pavlis Pool equipment loan 
Ice and Rock Processes in Cirques 2007 Kurt Cuffey Pool equipment loan 
Georgia 2007 Survey Robert Reilinger Pool equipment loan 
Kinematics/Dynamics of Time-Dependent Slip 
SAF2007 

Roland Burgmann Pool equipment loan 

Baja 2006-2007 Timothy Dixon Pool equipment loan 
Da'Ure rifting event, Afar Eric Calais Field Engineer; Pool equipment 

loan 
Ethiopia Tectonics 2007-2011 Robert Reilinger Pool equipment loan 
Morocco 2007 CGPS Equipment Loan Robert Reilinger Pool equipment loan, Proposal 

planning, budgeting & letter of 
support 

SAF Creeping Segment 2007 Charles DeMets Pool equipment loan 
Saudi Arabia 2007 Campaign Robert Reilinger Pool equipment loan 
South Tibetan Detachment System 2007-2012 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan, Technical 

planning & consultation 
Joshua Tree 2007 #2 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
Plum Island LTER 2007 Charles S. Hopkinson Pool equipment loan 
Permanent Network Projects 
CALIPSO Facility support 2007 Glen Mattioli Technical support, Station 

maintenance, Station data 
retrieval & management, Equip-
ment purchase, Data archive, 
Station installation, Field support, 
Data communications planning, 
Equipment configuration/ 
integration, Proposal planning, 
budgeting & letter of support 

Central Iceland Geodynamics 2007-2009 Rick Bennett Station data retrieval & 
management, Equipment 
purchase, Data archive, 
Technical planning & 
consultation, Station installation, 
Field support, Equipment 
configuration/ integration, 
Proposal planning, budgeting & 
letter of support 
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Project Name or Location PI Support Involved 

El Salvador Permanent Stations 2006 Charles DeMets Technical support, Equipment 
purchase, Technical planning & 
consultation, Equipment 
configuration/ integration 

Hawaii Earthquake Rapid Response 2006 Benjamin Brooks Pool equipment loan 
Kuril Earthquake: (A) Evidence from GPS 2007-2008 Mikhail Kogan Pool equipment loan 
Kuril Earthquake: (B)  Mikhail Kogan Pool equipment loan 
Tectonics of Central Andaman Islands 2007 John Paul 

Puchakayala  
Technical support, Equipment 
purchase, Data archive, 
Equipment configuration/ 
integration, Proposal planning, 
budgeting & letter of support 

Costa Rica - Panama 2008-2010 Peter C. La Femina Proposal planning, budgeting & 
letter of support 

Crete 2007-2009 Rick Bennett Equipment purchase, Equipment 
configuration/ integration, 
Proposal planning, budgeting & 
letter of support 

Eritrea Geodynamics 2007 Robert Reilinger Pool equipment loan 
KSA Saudia Arabia CGPS 2007-2011 Robert Reilinger Pool equipment loan 
Nicoya Costa Rica 2007 Timothy Dixon Technical support, Station 

maintenance, Station data 
retrieval & management, 
Equipment purchase, Data 
archive, Technical planning & 
consultation, Station installation, 
Field support, Data 
communications planning 

SAGENZ computer upgrade 2007 Bradford Hager Technical support, Station data 
retrieval & management 

Tajik-Kyrgyz Pamir and South Tien Shan 2007 Rebecca Bendick Equipment purchase, Data 
archive, Equipment 
configuration/ integration, 
Equipment testing 

Sierra Negra volcano CGPS network 2007 Bill Chadwick Equipment purchase, Data 
archive, Technical planning & 
consultation, Station installation, 
Field support, Data communi-
cations planning, Equipment 
configuration/ integration, 
Training, Proposal planning, 
budgeting & letter of support 

Caribbean Hurricane Prediction John Braun Pool equipment loan, field 
support 

Croatia GPS 2007-2009 Goran Buble Pool equipment loan, Network or 
station reconnaissance 

ELKO Expansion receiver loan Brian Wernicke Pool equipment loan 
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Project Name or Location PI Support Involved 
MRI: UPRM Puerto Rico 2006 Guoquan Wang Technical planning & 

consultation, Proposal planning, 
budgeting & letter of support 

AfricaArray - MRI Andy Nyblade Technical planning & 
consultation, Proposal planning, 
budgeting & letter of support 

Equipment Testing and Development 
Trimble 5700 GSM modem integration 2006 Robert Reilinger Technical support 
Battery cold test 11-2006 William Prescott Equipment testing 
Galileo-GPS low-multipath GPS antenna 2007 Francesca Scire' 

Scappuzzo 
Pool equipment loan 

Training 
Installation of CGPS monuments Rick Bennett Training 
RES: Research Opportunities in Neotectonics 2007 Estella Atekwana Pool equipment loan, Training 

Table 3. UNAVCO-supported EAR PI Projects. 

EAR Network Operations and Management 
In addition to providing engineering support for the installation of new project networks or 
expanding networks of permanent stations, the Facility provides operations and management 
(O&M) engineering support to 401 continuously operating stations. Approximately 20 
troubleshooting incidents/month were handled for stations monitored for EAR PIs. This included 
resolving communication and equipment issues, shipping replacement equipment and working 
with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems. 

NSF-EAR EarthScope/Plate Boundary Observatory Project Support 
Although the PBO division of UNAVCO has the primary responsibility to manage and 
implement the PBO Project, the UNAVCO Facility provides engineering support for many 
aspects of the EarthScope project, including helping to implement the PBO Network, supporting 
the EarthScope campaigns, managing the Nucleus project and coordinating GeoEarthScope 
activities. Facility archiving support of PBO is described later in the data section of this report. 
Table 4 shows a summary of support provided to EarthScope by the UNAVCO Facility in 
FY2007. 

EarthScope Support 
EarthScope Campaign  or GeoEarthScope Survey Support 

Project Name or Location PI Support Involved 
Garlock Fault EarthScope RTK Doug Walker Pool equipment loan, Training 
GeoEarthScope Death Valley ALSM Project 2006 James Dolan Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support,Station data retrieval & 
management, Data archive, 
Technical planning & 
consultation, Data communi-
cations planning, Equipment 
configuration/integration 
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GeoEarthScope Northern California ALSM (LiDAR) David Phillips Pool equipment loan, Technical 
support, Station data retrieval & 
management, Data archive, 
Technical planning & 
consultation, Field support, 
Training 

Rio Grande Rift Anne Sheehan Full project management and 
operations 

UNR EarthScope Colorado Plateau Corné Kreemer Proposal planning, budgeting & 
letter of support 

Sierra Nevada Block Rick Bennett Proposal planning, budgeting & 
letter of support 

PBO Network Support 
PBO Borehole Strainmeter Site Recon Michael Jackson Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support 
Misc. Equipment loans Michael Jackson Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support 
Nucleus Frederick Blume Project management and 

operations 
Equipment Testing and Development 
PBO NetRS Temperature Testing 10/2006 Michael Jackson Equipment testing 
Topcon Firmware Testing v3.01U Frederick Blume Technical support, Equipment 

testing 
Table 4. UNAVCO Facility support to EarthScope and related projects. 

PBO Permanent Network Support. The UNAVCO Facility participates in the PBO project by 
supporting receiver and equipment testing, site reconnaissance, and installation. In FY2007, 
support was provided to the PBO network as shown in Table 4. 

PBO Nucleus Project Support. PBO Nucleus, funded by NSF EarthScope R&RA to upgrade 
and integrate 209 existing GPS stations from six regional networks into the Plate Boundary 
Observatory, is managed by the UNAVCO Facility. Just over two years into the 3.5 year project, 
184 of the station upgrades (88% of the network) are now complete. 99% of the stations are 
currently healthy, and data flow for year 2 of the project was 96% of possible files. 
 
Synergy with PBO and other projects continues to be a cost-effective method of maximizing 
productivity, with PBO, Facility, Nucleus, and subawardee personnel having combined forces 
several times on a variety of projects. Highlights include the design and construction of 
communication networks in Southern California, Central Nevada, and , western Oregon, that are 
shared between Nucleus and PBO stations, and new Facility-supported BARGEN station 
installations near Elko and Ruby Valley, NV and Shoshone, CA that share CDMA and VSAT 
communications with Nucleus stations. Many site visits for repair or maintenance of Nucleus 
stations have been performed in conjunction with field work in other projects, such as PBO, the 
EarthScope Rio Grande Rift installations, etc. 
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Figure 7. New station FORE near Heber City, UT Figure 8. RUBY overlooks the Ruby Mtn’s in central NV 

Occasionally long-standing permanent stations must be removed due to changes in land use and 
ownership, and Nucleus had to replace three such stations during the past year. BARGEN station 
HEBE near Heber City, UT was removed to make way for a new golf course development two 
months after FORE (pictured above) was installed by Nucleus staff 1 km to the west. Two other 
stations (Newport, OR and Imperial Valley CA) were removed and replacement stations built by 
PBO, allowing the inclusion of 2 new stations in Nucleus CPXX and PCOL in western 
Washington, both of which are critical to analysis of ETS events in Cascadia. 

Nucleus hired a new project engineer last October, Eleanor Boyce who had recently completed 
her M.S. at the Geophysical Institute in Fairbanks, and a new Nucleus E&O specialist, Shelley 
Olds, was hired to continue the outreach activities associated with the project. Further detail on 
Nucleus, including links to NSF Annual Progress Reports and up-to-date station status, can be 
found at http://facility.unavco.org/project_support/es/nucleus/nucleus.html. 

EarthScope/PBO Project Support 
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support three 
EarthScope projects this past year: Rio Grande Rift (A. Sheehan and S. Nerem, CU, A. Lowry, 
USU and M. Roy, UNM PI’s), which saw the construction of 25 “semi-permanent SDBM’s”, 
Cascadia ETS 2006 (R. Bennett, U of AZ, PI) which used 6 systems and Garlock Fault RTK 
Mapping (D. Walker, Kansas, PI) which is currently using a complete RTK system to map 
structure in eastern CA. Several non-EarthScope projects were supported using this equipment 
pool including Joshua Tree (Rick Bennett, U of AZ. PI), STEEP (T. Pavlis UTEP and J. 
Freymueller U of AK, PI’s) and Hawaii Earthquake Emergency Response (B. Brooks and J. 
Foster, U. of HI, PIS’s) as heavy demand for the oversubscribed facility pool led us to seek 
approval from NSF for use. 
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Figure 9.  

Support for the Rio Grande Rift project dominated g
activities this past year with 25 permanent monum
having been installed between 8/1/06 and 6/15/07) by 
Project Engineer Nicole Feldl and her assistants. 
UNAVCO designed special enclosures and systems to 
provide support for semi-permanent installations
RG07, a shallow-drilled braced monument completed on Dec. 1 near Las Cruces New Mexico,
shown above. The systems are comparable to those of permanent PBO stations but portable to
allow removal and reuse by future EarthScope projects. 
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Figure 10. 

GPS ground control for the GeoEarthScope Northern San Andreas Fault LiDAR Survey was 
coordinated by the group and used 15 systems during the project. The month-long effort was 
continuously manned by UNAVCO Facility field engineers from the EarthScope, OPP, and NSF 
groups as well as GeoEarthScope staff, who supported researchers from Ohio State in their 
precise calculation of positions for the airborne LiDAR scanner. 

We continue to work closely with technical management and staff at Topcon Position Systems to 
optimize firmware and GUI specifications for the GB-1000 receivers in the EarthScope pool. We 
have already realized improvements in instrument performance and data quality that are 
important UNAVCO and our research community, and a major overhaul to the user interface is 
underway as a result of our efforts. 

GeoEarthScope Activities 
The UNAVCO Facility provides engineering, archiving, and project management support to 
GeoEarthScope component of EarthScope. GeoEarthScope (GeoES) is the part of NSF’s 
EarthScope project that includes the acquisition of aerial and satellite imagery and 
geochronology to examine the strain field beyond the decade time scales available from PBO 
geodetic instrumentation and to assist with PBO station siting. 
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GeoES underwent a dramatic change in management and operations in 2005-06, and 2006-2007 
saw the implementation and initial execution of the revised plan. This progress will continue 
during the next year when GeoES is expected to conclude on schedule and within budget. 

Community involvement remains the cornerstone of the current GeoES plan. GeoES activities 
are based on the recommendations of the GeoES InSAR, LiDAR and Geochronology working 
groups, each consisting of members of the respective research communities with added 
contributions from EarthScope partners USGS and NASA. A fourth community working group, 
led by the PBO Standing Committee, is responsible for providing overall recommendations 
based on the individual working group recommendations. The GeoES working group 
recommendations have been made available at the UNAVCO and EarthScope web sites and 
were also presented at a Town Hall meeting at the 2006 Fall AGU meeting and other community 
gatherings. 

Two GeoES "legacy projects" led by individual Principal Investigators rather than the above 
working groups were supported by UNAVCO this year. These are 1) “A Precise Ground 
Velocity Map for the Basin and Range Province Based on InSAR” (PI: Falk Amelung, 
University of Miami) and 2) “Determination of Slip Rates on the Death Valley-Fish Lake Valley 
Fault System: Toward an Understanding of the Spatial & Temporal Extent of Strain Transients” 
(PI: James Dolan, USC). Support for the Basin & Range InSAR project increased during this 
period in tandem with UNAVCO's InSAR support capabilities, based on UNAVCO's 
relationship with the necessary data providers (e.g. European Space Agency, NASA) and 
technical resources. Support will likely continue at some level into the next year. Support for the 
Death Valley LiDAR project concluded successfully this year. The LiDAR data were acquired in 
November 2006 and delivered to the PI in May 2007. The data will also be made available to the 
broader community via additional LiDAR support efforts by UNAVCO in the coming year. 

The first GeoES working group led LiDAR project – a survey of the northern San Andreas Fault 
and other targets in northern California – was completed successfully this year. Data acquisition 
took place in March-April 2007 and data were subsequently distributed to the community via the 
GEON LiDAR Workflow. As part of this project approximately 1400 square kilometers of 
EarthScope targets were imaged, as well as supplementary targets for the USGS and the 
California PUC. Between this project and the previously conducted B4 project, also funded by 
NSF, the entire San Andreas fault system has now been imaged with high resolution airborne 
LiDAR, along with many other important faults and structures. This project represents a major 
milestone for GeoEarthScope and a significant achievement for the entire EarthScope project and 
community. Additional working group led LiDAR projects will follow. 

InSAR activities at UNAVCO for GeoES increased steadily. Significant factors contributing to 
the GeoES InSAR effort included 1) strong relationship building by UNAVCO staff with data 
agencies such as the European Space Agency, 2) technical support from Alaska Satellite Facility 
through a subaward issued by UNAVCO to ASF, and 3) synergy between GeoES InSAR support 
at UNAVCO and WInSAR support at UNAVCO. 

Geochronology activities were centered primarily on the GeoES request for proposals (RFP) 
issued by UNAVCO in February 2007 in order to identify labs to provide geochronology 
services using GeoES funds. UNAVCO received more than 50 responses to the geochronology 
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RFP Notice of Opportunity and 32 responses to the actual RFP. The proposals received by 
UNAVCO were evaluated by the GeoES geochronology working group and UNAVCO acted 
upon the group's recommendations with concurrence from NSF. 

Active GeoES subawards this year include the following. LiDAR: University of Florida, Ohio 
State University, Arizona State University, UC San Diego. InSAR: University of Alaska 
Fairbanks, European Space Agency. Geochronology: Lawrence Liver National Laboratory, UC 
Irvine, Utah State University, University of Washington, University of Kansas, Purdue 
University, University of Arizona, Apatite-to-Zircon, New Mexico Tech, Berkeley 
Geochronology Center, University of Florida, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. A total of 
more than $2,000,000 was committed to GeoES awards this year. 

Regarding metrics, GeoES performance is tracked by UNAVCO and reported monthly to NSF as 
part of the PBO CSSR. However, the baseline for GeoES has not been revised according to the 
revised plan. As a result, current GeoES performance metrics do not correlate to actual GeoES 
activity. This is expected to be addressed before the next EarthScope Facility review. 

The GeoEarthScope web page was updated throughout the year and GeoES projects were major 
highlights on both the PBO and Facility web pages this year. 

In conclusion, this year was a critical time for GeoEarthScope as it successfully moved beyond is 
redesign and planning phase and entered its current production phase, and several significant and 
high profile projects were completed successfully. 

Global GPS Infrastructure 

Under NASA funding that is passed through NSF and included in this cooperative agreement, 
UNAVCO supports the operation of a global GNSS infrastructure to assure availability of data 
and products that are essential for GNSS scientific applications, such as reference frame 
definition and satellite orbits. Principal components of this support include operation of NASA’s 
GPS Global Network (GGN) and support for the International GNSS Service (IGS). This support 
is conducted in close cooperation with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), the NASA center 
designated to provide global GPS data and products to support Agency and external Earth 
scientific applications. A summary metric of the NASA support is included in Table 5. A 
complete stand alone report of the NASA activities is included in Appendix B. 

WBS Engineering and Equipment Services Metric Count 
1.2.1.2 Permanent Station Operations stations monitored (on O&M list) 

station troubleshoot events 
new stations installed 

76 
710 

1 
1.2.1.3 Permanent Station Maintenance field trips or upgrades 16 
1.2.1.4.1 Development and Testing D&T projects completed 5 
1.2.1.4.2 Equipment Repairs receivers repaired 1  

 Data and Data Product Services   
1.2.2.2 Archiving and data management permanent stations handled 68 
1.2.2.4 Community Software TEQC downloads, #TEQC web 

information requests 
Same as NSF 

1.1.2.1.4 above 
Table 5. Engineering Performance Metrics – NASA 2007. 
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Support the GGN 

The GGN consists of 68 core stations that are operated by JPL and UNAVCO that provide a 
globally distributed GNSS data set to support both NASA operations and science commitments 
(Figure 11). An additional 10 non-core stations that had originally been funded through research 
applications projects under the DOSE and SENH programs also contribute data to the GGN. 
Principal support provided by UNAVCO in operating the GGN includes network data flow 
monitoring, troubleshooting, station installation, operation, maintenance and sustaining 
engineering. Technical direction for the UNAVCO support of the GGN is provided by the GGN 
Project Element Manager at JPL. In 2007 UNAVCO has continued to support the operation and 
maintenance (O&M) of the GGN by monitoring the GGN data flow on a daily basis and 
providing the first response to interruptions as they arise. On average, UNAVCO has responded 
to 100 support instances per month in its daily monitoring and troubleshooting of the network. 
Significant repairs involving replacement of system components, system upgrades, or 
maintenance have occurred at a frequency of approximately 1-2 instances per month. These are 
typically resolved by working with on-site staff to troubleshoot routine receiver, communications 
or power problems, and to repair and/or replace malfunctioning equipment. Also in supporting 
the GGN O&M, UNAVCO has purchased and maintains some of the GNSS receivers, most of 
the communication equipment and pays all of the service fees related to operating a majority of 
the core stations, including communications services, site leases and other costs. 

 
Figure 11. NASA GGN stations supported by the UNAVCO Facility. Forty-three GGN stations produce data at 
hourly intervals to support the generation of low-latency products such as ionosphere activity maps. This represents 
approximately 28% of stations that provide data on an hourly basis to the IGS. Twenty-eight of those provide high-
rate (1 Hz) near-real-time data streams that are used to produce global differential corrections, and to support other 
navigation applications. We have installed six Trimble NetRS receivers co-located at GGN stations to track the new 
L2C GPS observable (orange dots). 
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UNAVCO has helped to expand GGN spatial coverage by installing new stations and by helping 
to coordinate multi-use of stations nominally supported for other projects that can also support 
the GGN. This occurred in two instances last year. UNAVCO assembled, configured, tested and 
shipped equipment to site locations and coordinates with local contacts to operate the new sites. 
Field engineering services were provided to new installations to assure compliance with best 
practices and to train the local site contacts in supporting operations 

UNAVCO provides a primary backup capability for downloading GPS ground station data for 
NASA. Data handling capabilities to retrieve data from specified GGN stations are maintained at 
UNAVCO in case of failure of primary systems at JPL. These capabilities have been maintained 
at a ready state to retrieve, verify, reformat and distribute daily or hourly GGN data files to 
NASA’s Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS) and select users. 

Support the IGS Central Bureau (IGSCB) 
UNAVCO provides crucial support to the IGS Central Bureau, which is closely managed and 
coordinated on an ongoing basis with IGSCB Director and Network Coordinator. Principal 
activities supported in 2007 include: maintaining the capability to provide backup access to 
critical data and products for the IGS and mirror the IGS mail system in case of failure; 
supporting the maintenance of UNAVCO’s TEQC (Translation, Editing and Quality Check) 
software that is commonly used for data conditioning by the GGN and most IGS participants; 
supporting network coordination by participating in discussions with the CB and/or the IGS 
Infrastructure Committee on relevant topics such as equipment calibration, station operations, 
and data formats; participating in special experiments such as the global L2C experiment to 
demonstrate IGS capabilities or interests, attending IGS meetings and workshops to share ideas 
and participate in equipment and station discussions for the improvement of the network; 
interfacing with GPS manufacturers on receiver and antenna issues; and provide organizational 
and business support to the IGSCB as necessary to effectively manage and conduct the IGS 
business. 

Other NASA Support 
UNAVCO provides limited support to other activities that are important to the NASA program. 
Real time, streamed data from the GGN and other network stations, for example, has become 
increasingly important for new scientific applications and UNAVCO has promoted availability 
of real time data for scientific applications. UNAVCO has also provided GPS technology support 
and resources to research application projects funded by NASA. This support has consisted of 
loaning pool equipment, providing technical support and archiving services to NASA research 
investigations on a resource available basis. 

NSF Office of Polar Programs Support 
UNAVCO provides support for Antarctic and Arctic scientific applications of GPS to the NSF 
Office of Polar Programs (OPP) through supplements to this Cooperative Agreement. The 
research supported covers a wide range of disciplines including glaciology, geophysics, geology, 
volcanology, and biology. Services provided include pre-season planning, GPS equipment pool, 
shipping, field support and training, data management and archiving, post-season follow-up, and 
development work for supporting new applications. Detailed information of support to OPP is 
available in the online annual reports at http://www.unavco.org/facility/project_support/ 
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polar/reports/reports.html. A summary of metrics related to engineering support of OPP activities 
is included in Table 6. 

WBS 
Element 

Task Metric Count 

1.1.1.2 Permanent Station Ops stations monitored (on O&M list) 20 
1.1.1.2  station maintenance events 25 
1.1.1.3 PI Project Services projects 50 
1.1.1.4.1 Engineering Technical Support 

(email and phone support) 
tech support requests not tracked 

1.1.1.4.2 Development and Testing D&T projects completed (MRI project) 
1.1.1.4.3  Pool Equipment receivers in pool 145 
  receivers on long term deployment 55 
  receivers delivered to projects 150 
1.1.1.4.4 PI Equipment Repairs (RMAs) receivers repaired included in 

EAR numbers 
1.1.1.4.5 PI Training Classes, 

Workshops, Meetings 
classes/meetings held or participated in 35 

Table 6. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP 2007. 

Antarctic Support 
The FY2005-2006 Antarctic field season was completed with 80 geodetic GPS receivers 
provided in support of 25 individual PI-based science project campaigns, with 11 left for long 
term data collection. Two new continuous stations were installed, and four were upgraded. 
Highlights include GPS arrays for measuring the dynamics of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
(Ginny Catania, Kenny Matsuoko), rift developments on the Amery Ice Shelf (Helen Fricker), 
position control for the ANDRILL project (David Harwood) (Figure 12), the installation of a 
new base station and rover equipment at Palmer Station and the first field deployments for the 
joint IRIS-UNAVCO MRI project: Collaborative Research: Development of a Power and 
Communication System for Remote Autonomous GPS and Seismic Stations in Antarctica (Figure 
13). A second MRI proposal, Acquisition of a Terrestrial Laser Scanning System for Polar 
Research, was submitted in January 2007. This pilot project would explore the feasibility of 
providing TLS support to the USAP science community based on a shared resource pool. 

 
Figure 12. Raytheon Research Associate Jason Bryenton and UNAVCO Field Engineer Thomas Nylen install a 
remote RTK base station on the Dailey Islands in preparation of next season's ANDRILL drilling project. 
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Figure 13. UNAVCO engineer Seth White is dedicated full time to the MRI remote station technology development 
project and led the installation of the GPS station on Minna Bluff, a prototype for future remote installations 
designed to withstand the severe Antarctic environment, provide year-round operation with data telemetry, be light 
aircraft transportable, and easy to install. 

Arctic Support 

The Arctic field season is in progress with 19 separate projects using 91 GPS receivers 
throughout the Arctic. Highlights include the construction of a 37 station network (Figure 14) on 
bedrock surrounding the Greenland Ice Sheet to measure glacial isostatic adjustment in response 
to ice mass changes (Michael Bevis), glaciology research on the Greenland Ice Sheet (Tom 
Neumann, Sarah Das), mass balance surveys of McCall Glacier in the Alaska Brooks range (M. 
Nolan), and a pilot project to provide GPS support to the Juneau Icefield Research Program 
(Scott McGee). 

 
Figure 14. The recently funded GNET project (Michael Bevis) is part of the International Polar Year POLENET 
initiative and will add new CGPS stations at the Greenland locations shown with open circles. This will be the first 
PI project to deploy field system developed as part of the joint IRIS-UNAVCO remote station MRI project. 
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Figures 15, 16 and 17. Preparation for the GNET project is all-consuming for the UNAVCO Polar group with just 
four months to finalize designs, procure, assemble, and deploy the equipment to Greenland. 

Multi-Agency Sponsored Community Project Support 
Many UNAVCO Community projects that are not directly funded by core NSF programs are still 
supported by the UNAVCO Facility on a resource available basis. These projects are undertaken 
to benefit the UNAVCO Community by enhancing leverage and cooperation between projects or 
extending good will support to activities closely related to key NSF projects. Many of these 
projects also are the preliminary steps towards developing future proposals to NSF. Data return 
to the UNAVCO Community is enhanced by these activities through data sharing and by 
extending a high-precision GPS capability more broadly throughout the community. Table 7 is a 
list of multi-agency sponsored Community projects supported by the UNAVCO Facility in 
FY2007. 

Community Support 
Campaign or Mixed Mode Projects 

Project Name or Location PI Support Involved 
ARM Tropical Western Pacific John Braun Pool equipment loan 
Costa Rica - Panama Campaign Survey 2007 Peter C. La Femina Pool equipment loan 
Denali Summit Survey 2007 Michael Loso Pool equipment loan 
East African rift kinematics - Equipment prep Cindy Ebinger Equipment configuration/ 

integration 
Gravity Collection Eastern Oman 2007-2008 Kevin Mickus Pool equipment loan, Technical 

planning & consultation, Training 
Honduras Survey 2007 John McRaney Pool equipment loan 
ISTC A-1418 "Natural Hazards in the Southern 
Caucasus and Central Asia" 

Robert Reilinger Equipment purchase 

Joshua Tree 2007 #1 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
Joshua Tree 2007 #3 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
NGS Aerial Survey Support 2007 N/A Station data retrieval & 

management 
Norris Geysers Basin 2006 Robert B. Smith Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support, Field support, Training 
Northeastern Caribbean Aseismic Slip 2007 Alberto López Station data retrieval & manage- 

ment, Equipment purchase, 
Station installation, Equipment 
configuration/ integration 

Northeastern Caribbean Aseismic Slip II Alberto López Pool equipment loan, Equipment 
configuration/ integration 
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Peri-Tyrrhenian Geodetic Array 2007 John Oldow Pool equipment loan 
Skeidararjokull 2007 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
Southeast Alaska Archiving Jeffrey Freymueller Pool equipment loan 
Southern San Andreas 2006 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan 
Trinidad/Tobago and Slovenia GPS 2006 John Weber Pool equipment loan 
Wabash Valley 2007 Michael Hamburger Pool equipment loan, Data 

archive 
Western Canadian Cryospheric Network Brian Menounos Pool equipment loan 
Bay Area Deformation (BARD) Network Support Barbara Romanowicz Pool equipment loan 

 
Lima Dam Fault,  Centennial Valley,  MT 2007 David Anastasio Pool equipment loan, Data 

archive, Training 
Oregon Coast 2007 David Schmidt Pool equipment loan 
Tilt recording Tim Dixon Pool equipment loan 
Greenland Meltwater 2008 Tom Neumann Pool equipment loan 
Hydrologic Variability in Low-Relief Boreal Enviro Laurence Smith Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support 
NASA- CLPX 2007 Hans-Peter Marshall Pool equipment loan, Equipment 

configuration/ integration 
Spatial and Temporal Snowpack Properties 2007 Hans-Peter Marshall Pool equipment loan 
HIAPER GISMOS Jennifer Haase Technical planning & 

consultation, Station installation,  
Equipment configuration/ 
integration, Equipment testing 

Permanent Network Projects 
BARGEN Expansion O&M 2007-2012 Brian Wernicke Technical support, Station 

maintenance, Station data 
retrieval & management, Data 
archive, Field support 

Hayward Fault L1 Nicolas Houlie Pool equipment loan 
Mississippi HTMOD David Mooneyhan Equipment testing 
Popocatepetl Volcano Replacement Receiver 2007 Enrique Cabral-Cano Pool equipment loan 
Riobamba Comms configuration 2007 Patricia Mothes Technical support, Data comm-

unications planning, Equipment 
configuration/ integration 

Risk Reduction Through Continuous Geodetic 
Monitor 

Michael Sideris Technical support, Station data 
retrieval & management, 
Equipment purchase, Data 
communications planning, 
Proposal planning,  budgeting & 
letter of support 

Solomon islands 2007 EQ Response Michael Bevis Pool equipment loan, Technical 
support 

MCC-Benin CORS Network 2007  Giovanni Sella Technical support, Station 
maintenance, Station data 
retrieval & management, Data 
archive, Technical planning & 
consultation, Station installation, 
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Field support, Data comm-
unications planning, Equipment 
configuration/ integration, 
Equipment testing, Training 

CEDAR Brazil 2008 Jennifer Haase Pool equipment loan, Technical 
planning & consultation, 
Proposal planning,  budgeting & 
letter of support 

Equipment Testing and Development 
CAUSE - Wang-Ping Chen - Equipment  Wang-Ping Chen Equipment configuration/ 

integration, Equipment testing 
CfA antenna loan 2007 Pedro Elosegui Pool equipment loan 
Porting teqc to Arm-Linux box Tonie van Dam Equipment configuration/ 

integration, Other 
teqc tutorial/manual re-write N/A Other 
GPS Soil Moisture 2007-2008 Kristine Larson Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support, Technical planning & 
consultation, Field support, 
Proposal planning,  budgeting & 
letter of support 

Training 
CSAV International 2007 David Phillips Pool equipment loan 
RETREAT 2007-2008 - Training Enrico Serpelloni Technical support, Training 
Sierra Nevada field course 2007 Michael Hamburger Pool equipment loan,  field 

support 
UPRM Receiver loan Guoquan Wang Pool equipment loan 
UWM Topcon Training Dyanna Czeck Training 
Socorro GPS Network Repeater Repair 2006 Andrew Newman Pool equipment loan, Technical 

support, Equipment 
configuration/ integration 

Table 7. UNAVCO support to Community projects 2007. 

Development and Testing 

Testing and development of GPS receivers and antennas, and associated power and 
communications technologies are an on-going part of the Facility’s activities. This work is done 
in collaboration with Community PIs and in coordination with a number of GPS and related 
vendors. Most often development and testing occurs in relationship to specific PI projects, but 
the results also benefit the broader GPS community as experiences and techniques are 
disseminated via the web, meetings, workshops and classes and direct engineer training. This 
feeds back to the general GPS community as it strives for the goal of getting continuous GPS 
data from any place on the globe. The UNAVCO development and testing process is effective 
because it builds upon years of interactions, shared goals and acknowledged expertise. FY2007 
activities include firmware testing of the Topcon GB-1000, multipath testing for a CU soil 
moisture experiment, environmental testing of various hardware, antenna development support 
for Galileo (NSF Funded through with PSI Corp), and various communication systems 
integration. Development and testing activities are listed in tables 3-7. 
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2.2 Management of the UNAVCO Community Equipment Pool 

UNAVCO manages a community equipment pool of 380 high precision GNSS receivers and 
ancillary equipment, which are owned by NSF/UNAVCO and used by investigators (Table 8). 
UNAVCO outfits, maintains, repairs and supports these on projects. The pool consists of a 
variety of receiver models configured for use in campaigns and permanent stations. Most of 
these are newest generation models that were purchased within the last three to four years. Older 
generation models are being phased out as funding becomes available to replace them. Many of 
the permanent or semi permanent station systems were purchased by NSF for use by specific 
investigations. Though these are assigned for long term use, they are tracked by UNAVCO as 
pool equipment, as they are owned by NSF and may be recalled for other community uses in the 
future. Also, the portable pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 campaign receivers purchased 
specifically for the EarthScope science investigations is maintained and supported by the 
Facility. 

As a result of very favorable pricing negotiated by UNAVCO, many receivers were purchased 
by the community, Facility and related projects over the last three years. The UNAVCO 
equipment support role has broadened as a result to include support for these additional 
receivers, including providing repairs and technical support to users. Several NSF programs have 
contributed to purchasing the receiver pool, including Instrumentation and Facilities, Arctic, 
Antarctic and EarthScope. Economies of scale are developed by managing this equipment in a 
shared fashion. Although each sub pool is managed for first priority access by specific 
investigations, equipment is shared as practical and the pools are maintained together to help 
reduce overall equipment costs. 

NSF EAR and Other Programs (Except EarthScope) 
Campaign or Mixed Mode Projects 

Project Name or Location PI Support Involved Funding Source 
Iceland GPS/LIDAR Survey 2008 Peter C. La 

Femina 
Proposal planning, budget-
ing & letter of support, full 
deployment including TLS 

NSF-EAR 

RETREAT V Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: Cont-
inental Dynamics 

RETREAT V part II Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: Cont-
inental Dynamics 

STEEP - Seward Throat Velocity 
Measurements 2007 

Bernard Hallet Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: Cont-
inental Dynamics 

STEEP Campaign 2007 Terry Pavlis Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: Cont-
inental Dynamics 

Ice and Rock Processes in Cirques 2007 Kurt Cuffey Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: Geo-
morph/Land Use 

Georgia 2007 Survey Robert 
Reilinger 

Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Kinematics/Dynamics of Time-Dependent 
Slip SAF2007 

Roland 
Burgmann 

Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Geophysics 

Baja 2006-2007 Timothy Dixon Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 
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Ethiopia survey 2007 Robert 
Reilinger 

Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

ETHIOPIA TECTONICS 2007-2011 Robert 
Reilinger 

Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Morocco 2007 CGPS Equipment Loan Robert 
Reilinger 

Pool equipment loan, 
Proposal planning, 
budgeting & letter of support 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

SAF Creeping Segment 2007 Charles 
DeMets 

Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Saudi Arabia 2007 Campaign Robert 
Reilinger 

Pool equipment loan NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

South Tibetan Detachment System 2007-
2012 

Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan, 
Technical planning & 
consultation 

NSF-EAR: 
Tectonics 

Joshua Tree 2007 #2 Rick Bennett Pool equipment loan NSF-OTHER 
 

Community Equipment Pool 

Model EAR OPP EarthScope 
(ES) Total Assigned 

Long-Term 
Available Total 
(EAR-OPP-ES) 

Trimble NetRS Perm 
Station Systems 

24 - - 24 
 

24 0 
(0-0-0)  

Trimble NetRS 
Campaign Systems 

63 31 - 94 53 
 

41 
(23-18-0) 

Trimble 5700/R7 
Campaign Systems 

39 66 - 105 50 
 

55 
(22-33-0) 

Topcon GB1000 
Campaign Systems* 

- - 100 100 25 75 
(0-0-75) 

Ashtech MicroZ 
Campaign Systems** 

9 - - 9 3 6 
(6-0-0) 

Trimble 4000 Series 
Campaign Systems** 

38 10 - 48 36 
 

12 
(12-0-0) 

Total*** 173 107 100 380 191 188 
(63-51-75) 

*For projects in the EarthScope footprint only. 
**Older generation receivers being phased out of use. We expect to replace these over next 5 years. 
***Includes only UNAVCO owned equipment. Does not include 39 other community owned receivers that are 
seasonally available to PIs through the pool. 

Table 8. The community equipment pool consists of over 400 high precision GNSS receivers and ancillary 
equipment for campaign and permanent station use. The pool is managed and maintained by UNAVCO for use by 
investigators (numbers shown are current as of Feb. 2007). 
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Figure 18. Example newest generation campaign systems. Packaging was designed by UNAVCO. 

Pool equipment is always highly subscribed. A historical plot of equipment pool size and usage 
is shown in Figure 19, which illustrates significant growth in the demand supported over the past 
several years. The breakdown of receiver usage by type is included in figure 20. 
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Figure 19. EAR Sub Pool Receiver Usage October 2003 - June 2007. Demand for community equipment has grown 
significantly over the last three years. 
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Figure 20. UNAVCO Facility Receiver Pool. Shown are total number of available combined EAR and OPP pool 
receivers by receiver type and the utilization of these receivers throughout the last 3 years. The older generation 
Trimble 4000 series receivers are being phased out of use and replaced with newer instruments, though demand for 
them has remained high. 

Community GPS Receiver Purchases and Pricing Program. As a benefit to members, 
UNAVCO has negotiated special pricing with a number of vendors who supply GPS receivers 
and other equipment that is commonly used by the Community and supported by the Facility. 
Discount pricing is provided both due to quantity discounts on pooled purchases, and because the 
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UNAVCO Facility, rather than the manufacturer, handles many repairs and other technical 
support issues from the end users. 268 receivers were purchased under this program in 2007 (not 
including August 2007 community buy) making the total number of receivers purchased as of the 
time of writing this report at over 2,100. The Trimble purchase contract, which was set to expire 
in 2008, was extended for 5 years with current pricing held. 

GPS Receiver Repair. In addition to the community pool, UNAVCO is responsible for 
supporting and repairing over 1900 additional GNSS receivers that are used for NSF and 
UNAVCO member projects. Approximately 839 of these have been purchased by members 
through the UNAVCO purchase program. These are used for many applications, including 
permanent installations in networks, or housed at universities for periodic research use or 
education. UNAVCO plans to continue to provide first level technical support and repairs for 
these systems. UNAVCO is also responsible for repairing the 875 PBO and 210 Nucleus 
receivers under this proposal, though the operation, field servicing and maintenance for these is 
supported by the PBO project under a separate cooperative agreement. Over the last year over 
152 receivers were handled and repairs made in house or were sent back to the manufacturer for 
repair if warranted. 

Owner or assigned to Number of 
Receivers Support Provided Under this Proposal 

UNAVCO Pool 380 Full management, support and repairs 
Other Community Receivers 39 Seasonal management, support and repairs 
PBO Project 875 Repairs only 
Nucleus Project 210 Repairs only 
Members 839 Technical support and repairs 
Total 2328  
Table 9. GPS receivers supported and repaired by UNAVCO (through February 2007). 

2.3 Data Support 

The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data management and archiving support for high 
precision campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators at 
locations around the globe (Figure 21). The Data Group also manages the WInSAR data archive 
at UNAVCO. The Data Group maintains an extensive collection of computer and storage 
systems hardware and associated data management software, database tools and web access tools 
to manage this important task. Over the last three years the Data Group has developed a scalable 
system including significant hardware upgrades and software enhancements needed to handle a 
dramatic increase in numbers of stations and data volume (Figure 21 and Table 10). 

NSF’s significant investment in GPS data collection reaps its full benefit over time, as new data 
reveal long-term position changes and velocity trends as well as short-term anomalies. The 
UNAVCO Archive plays a key role in long-term GPS data and data product safe storage and 
accessibility. During FY2007, UNAVCO continued the migration of the WInSAR system to 
UNAVCO, adding a significant volume of InSAR data to UNAVCO’s data holdings. 
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Figure 21. The red dots show the 9539 monuments with archived GPS data through 25 June 2007; the dots outlined 
in black show the 1430 monuments with data archived during FY2007; the dots outlined in white are monuments 
with associated data archived during prior fiscal years. 

GPS Data in the UNAVCO Archive 
The UNAVCO Boulder Facility provides data products and archiving support for high precision 
campaign and permanent station GPS data collected by Community investigators. Holdings 
include data from 1537 permanent stations, of which 1368 are currently actively returning data, 
and 667 campaigns. Data in the Archive are associated with 9539 globally-distributed 
monuments as shown in Figure 21. Since the previous annual report, data flow management and 
archiving for 313 additional permanent stations were put in place, and 55 campaigns were added 
to the Archive. Table 11 shows the Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO 
archiving and data distribution activities in FY2007. Table 12 provides a complete listing of 
campaigns archived during FY2007, and Table 13 provides a summary listing of the permanent 
stations with data in the Archive. 

Archived data are held in an online repository enterprise-class RAID system behind the 
UNAVCO firewall. Copies of this data in RINEX format are available on our anonymous ftp 
pickup system for permanent stations and selected campaigns. The cumulative data volume in 
the online repository grew by 86% during FY2007 and now exceeds the 5-terabyte (tb) mark 
(Table 10 and Figure 22). Including the data volume in the ftp pickup public Archive, the total 
Archive holdings stand at just over 8 tb. 

Permanent Stations Handled (per year) Campaigns Processed (per year)  
# Archived # Files Gbytes #Archived # Files GBytes 

FY 2003 270 77,769 123.4 50 10,531 14.8 
FY 2004 380 129,820 245.0 71 19,805 25.4 
FY 2005 681 293,949 666.7 41 8,770 83.3 
FY 2006 1,133 636,340 1,520.4 39 11,038 39.7 
FY 2007 
(partial year) 1,368 332,600 2,381.8 55 14,839 113.21 
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Total (includes 
pre FY2003) 1,537 w/data 1,677,837 5,291.0 667 130,636 341.19 

Table 10. Boulder Archive Statistics FY2003 to FY2007 

 

WBS Report – Facility Data Group – FY2007 
WBS Element Metric Quantity 
NSF Data and Data Products Archived 
1.1.2.1.2 Campaign files archived 14,839 
1.1.2.1.2  Permanent station files archived 332,600 
NSF Data and Data Products Accessed 
1.1.2.1.3 Campaign files accessed 14,042 
1.1.2.1.3 Permanent station files accessed 4,212,743 
NSF and NASA Community Software 
1.1.2.1.4 and 1.2.2.4 Community software – TEQC downloads 5,801 
NASA Stations Data/Metadata 
1.2.2.2 Permanent stations handled 67 

Table 11. Work Breakdown Structure metrics reporting for UNAVCO archiving and data distribution activities in 
FY2007. 

The number of files archived during FY2007 is slightly ahead of the pace from FY2006. The 
data volume increase for FY2007 is well ahead of the FY2006 increase due to 1.3 tb of high rate 
(5-Hz) PBO data. Campaign archiving picked up slightly during FY2007. 
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Figure 22 (left). UNAVCO Archive cumulative GPS data volume in the online repository by fiscal year. (right). 
UNAVCO Archive data GPS volume added to the online repository each fiscal year. 

 

ID PROJECT NAME PI FUNDING 
G2896 Alaska Uplift 2005 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2841 Augustine 2006 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2801 Bench Glacier 2006 Bradford, Harper NSF-OPP 
G2902 Bering-Siberia 2004 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
G2904 Bering-Siberia 2005 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
G2872 Bering 2005 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
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G2845 Bering 2006 Freymueller, Kogan NSF-EAR 
G2326 CAP 1997 - revisit Bevis, Smalley NSF-EAR 
G2328 CAP 1998 Bevis, Smalley NSF-EAR 
G2331 CAP 1999 Bevis, Smalley, Taylor NSF OPP 
G2867 Central America 2006 DeMets NSF-EAR 
G2441 Central San Andreas 2003 Burgmann NSF-EAR 
G2812 Central San Andreas 2004 Burgmann NSF-EAR 
G2814 Central San Andreas 2005 Burgmann NSF-EAR 
G2874 Denali 2005 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2836 Denali 2006 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2768 Eastern Snake River Plain 2006 Payne DOE 
G2775 Galapagos 2006 Geist NSF-EAR 
G2876 IARC 2006 Freymueller Community 
G2849 IARC 2006 Freymueller Community 
G2847 ISEA 2006 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2764 Joshua Tree 2006 - revisit Bennett Community 
G2885 Kamchatka 2005 Eichelberger, Freymueller, Izbekov, 

West 
NSF-ISE 

G2838 Kamchatka 2006 Eichelberger, Freymueller, Izbekov, 
West 

NSF-ISE 

G2878 Kenai 2005 Abers, Christensen, Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2834 Kenai 2006 Abers, Christensen, Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2881 Kodiak 2005 Freymueller/Sauber NASA 
G2843 Kodiak 2006 Freymueller/Sauber NASA 
G2793 McCall 2006  NSF-OPP 
G2773 Mississippi Delta 2006 Tornqvist NSF 
G2892 Mt. Spurr 2005 Freymueller USGS 
G2829 Norris 2006 Smith Community 
G2887 Okmok 2005 Freymueller USGS 
G2883 PBO Ties 2005 Freymueller Community 
G2852 PBO Ties 2006 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2799 REFRACTT 2006 Braun Community 
G2632 RETREAT - Italy 2004 Bennett NSF-EAR 
G2672 RETREAT - Italy 2005 Bennett NSF-EAR 
G2739 RETREAT - Italy 2006 Bennett NSF-EAR 
G2779 SCARP 1997 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2784 SCARP 1999 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2807 SCARP 2000 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2809 SCARP 2001 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2777 SCARP 2002 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2894 STEEP 2005 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2832 STEEP 2006 Freymueller NSF-EAR 
G2595 South Greenland GPR 2004 McConnell, Kahl NASA 
G2788 Tanzania 2006 Calais NSF-EAR 
G2786 Thule Greenland 2006 Sletten, Welker NSF-OPP 
G2861 UNAVCO Polar MRI South Pole 

SPRESO 2007 
Johns NSF-OPP 

G2863 Veniaminof Freymueller USGS 
G2863 West Antarctic 2002 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2854 West Antarctic 2002/2003 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
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G2865 West Antarctic 2003 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
G2856 West Antarctic 2005-2006 Bevis, Smalley, Dalziel, Taylor NSF-OPP 
TOTAL 55 
Table 12. Campaign Archiving for FY2007 

 

Number of Stations Network Name or Location 
Active Inactive/Retired 

EarthScope/PBO 605 3 
Nucleus 211 4 
SCIGN USGS 98 1 
GGN Core Stations 68 16 
SoumiNet 62 11 
BARGEN (non-Nucleus) 46 1 
Hawaii 26 2 
Rio Grande Rift 25 0 
GULFNET 17 3 
CORS 16 0 
SAGE New Zealand 15 0 
Antarctica 14 4 
L1 Networks 14 44 
PBO Analysis Support 14 0 
Mauna Loa 11  0 
Mid America 11 0 
Calabria 9 0 
US Array 9 0 
Mediterranean 8 4 
Miscellaneous UNAVCO 8 0 
Central Asia 6 3 
Nicoya Costa Rica 5 1 
EBRY 5 1 
Idaho National Lab 5 0 
SuomiNet-Caribbean 5 0 
Southeast Alaska 5 0 
Alaska/Denali 4 0 
GGN/SENH 4 1 
Akutan Volcano 4 0 
Galapagos 4 0 
Okmok Volcano 4 0 
Mt. Spurr 3 0 
Socorro 3 0 
Andaman Islands 3 0 
Greenland 3 0 
Guerrero Coast 3 7 
Bhutan 2 0 
Santorini 2 0 
Las Vegas 2 0 
Northern Mexico 2 0 
Oaxaca, Mexico 2 0 
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Number of Stations Network Name or Location 
Active Inactive/Retired 

Mt. Washington, NH 1 0 
DIVE 1 0 
IAGT 1 0 
Jalisco 1 0 
Miscellaneous retired 0 91 
TOTAL 1368 197 

Full details at http://facility.unavco.org/data/gnss/perm_sta.php
Table 13. Permanent station data archived at UNAVCO. 

EarthScope PBO and Nucleus Data Support 
The UNAVCO Archive holds all PBO and Nucleus data and products. PBO and Nucleus data 
now account for more than two-thirds of the Archive’s GPS holdings. Archive staff coordinate 
with PBO and Nucleus staff to setup new stations and track changes in station metadata. Part of 
the archiving effort this year in support of PBO involved completion of a secondary public ftp 
copy of the data at the IRIS Data Management Center. Further plans for creating a fully capable 
secondary offsite data management system that could handle all PBO data flow and archiving are 
presently on hold until data formats and database finalizing within PBO occurs. 

Archive IT Infrastructure 
Several years ago, the Data Group began implementing plans to maximize scalability and 
availability of Archive systems, in part to prepare for PBO data archiving. The UNAVCO 
Archive GPS data volume is expected to grow by as much as 6 tb per year in the next several 
years. Upgrades to archiving systems were put in place during FY2007 to ensure that archiving 
will scale appropriately with the increases in station numbers through the next several years. 
These upgrades include “stackable” processing systems that are identical in hardware and 
software so that as additional throughput is needed, systems can be added to the stack and 
require little more than configuration. Incoming data are stored and archived onto expandable 
JBOD storage systems that are sized to hold about one month’s worth of data. A copy of this 
incoming data is also transferred nightly to our offsite system at IRIS. After one month, the 
archived data are transferred to long-term storage on enterprise-class RAID storage. 

An integral part of the archiving system is the offsite secondary copy of all publicly available 
data that was established with impetus and funding from the Plate Boundary Observatory. This 
offsite system is dynamically updated, meaning that for every file that is archived, a local and an 
offsite public copy is stored. The offsite system is a live ftp server; when maintenance, power 
outages, network outages or other interruptions occur at the Boulder Data Center, network DNS 
designation allows the offsite system to stand-in for the Boulder ftp pickup. This results in high 
availability for customers. It does not allow for continued archiving of incoming data, however. 
Planning for development of an offsite warm failover capability is underway. 
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Figure 23. GPS data archiving systems and enterprise RAID. 

The archived data are backed up in several ways. Data on the enterprise RAID system are 
synchronized daily to a secondary copy on an independent system RAID. Once a month the 
previous month’s long-term archived data are copied to LTO tape. As noted above, the incoming 
data are also stored offsite on a daily basis; this ensures that no loss of recently archived data 
happens due to media failure during the interval between archiving and scheduled tape backups. 
Each month, a second tape copy of the newest data is shipped to the IRIS Data Management 
Center for an offsite backup. 

During the past two years, again because of requirements of the PBO project, the Archive has 
developed systems for data management and archiving of event-driven high rate (5 samples per 
second) GPS data. When this data is being delivered, it dwarfs the data volume of everyday 
traffic, sometimes delivering triple or quadruple the typical monthly volume handled by the Data 
Center within a few days. This occurred for three large global earthquakes and one regional 
event during 2006. Data management procedures that handle this influx of data without 
adversely impacting the latency of normal traffic are important to the needs of everyday 
customers, and not trivial to achieve. Because more stations are installed every year (not just 
PBO), and the interest in high rate GPS data remains keen, the need for highly scalable data 
management and archiving systems has emerged. Scalability pertains to every component of the 
system: automated data handling software, database, metadata management, throughput, 
bandwidth, infrastructural elements, storage, all must be considered. The Data Center has 
implemented software that facilitates scalability enhancements to meet the growing data 
management, archiving, and data access needs of the UNAVCO community, and has initiated 
implementation of a hardware design that will meet scalability needs in the future. As data 
management needs continue to increase, the Data Center will add necessary hardware to handle 
the anticipated load. 

Permanent Station Data and Metadata Flow 
The Facility data management process utilizes multiple databases with local and web forms, 
reports and map interfaces to manage critical station and file metadata. Databases facilitate 
network operations and maintenance and provide for user search capability for access to data and 
metadata. Data are transferred to the Facility via a variety of data transfer methods (ftp push and 
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pull, LDM-IDD, email, and manual data transfers) (see Figure 24) and are managed via a series 
of staged computers that automatically pre-process, quality check and translate the data. The core 
software utilized for the automated archiving process has been developed and is maintained by 
the Facility. A key component is UNAVCO’s TEQC, an extensive translation, editing and 
quality checking program that is used by hundreds of processing groups around the world. 

Station metadata are verified using database cross-checks between equipment, operations and 
archive databases. Archive personnel interact regularly with NSF investigators to facilitate the 
flow of data and metadata into the Archive. Permanent station investigators and engineers can 
submit changes to their site metadata via the operations database. That information is validated 
before being migrated into the Archive metadata database. The operations database generates 
updated IGS logs whenever pertinent database fields are changed. 

 
 Figure 24. UNAVCO permanent station network data flow. 

Archived Data Access 
During FY2007, a significant development effort was devoted to an enhanced web-based search 
and data access capability. The search mechanisms for permanent station data include station, 
temporal, geographic, and spatial search criteria. The user can choose to include any or none of 
these criteria in their search. Search results are shown on both a map view and as a tabular view 
showing customizable metadata columns. Simple data access is provided once the search is 
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complete. The map view is based on Google Maps technology. There are several advantages to 
using this technology: Google Maps provides an Application Programming Interface, the display 
engine, map manipulation GUI tools, and base maps including satellite imagery. The user only 
needs a browser and does not need to load additional client software on their local system. Figure 
25 shows several views of the new search pages. 

 

Figure 25. UNAVCO’s new Archive web search and data access interface. 

UNAVCO’s data holdings are publicly available, subject to UNAVCO/NSF Data Policy, and are 
made available to users in a number of ways. All permanent station data archived are 
immediately translated to RINEX and put on the UNAVCO anonymous ftp pickup area. The 
permanent station RINEX holdings available anonymously include over 1.6 million compressed 
files on 5.4 terabytes of RAID disk space. Anonymous ftp pickup of GPS data from the Archive 
occurs at an average rate of 22,000 files per day, with occasional burst activity at over 100,000 
files per day. Figure 26 shows outgoing ftp statistics by Internet domain of the customer. 

Data from campaigns that are anonymously available according to the Data Policy can be 
accessed directly through the Archive’s campaign search pages. Campaigns that are not 
anonymously accessible and that are beyond their 2-year grace period can also be accessed 
through the search pages; in this case the data are available by request to the Archive. The 
Archive fulfilled 139 requests for campaign data during FY2007 to the date of this report, a 
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factor of three greater than the previous year. The web-based request system has simplified the 
process for investigators to access campaign data, facilitating this increase. 

Raw and RINEX Archive data holdings, including URLs to the data files, are cataloged and 
published to the GSAC (GPS Seamless Archive Centers). This cataloged information is 
maintained in GSAC Retailer databases at SOPAC and UNAVCO. Through scripts or a web 
interface, users can search for GPS data using spatial, temporal, and other search criteria and 
receive back metadata about holdings and URLs directly to the data files of interest at the 
Archive. The Archive has been producing Wholesaler information (GSAC format catalog of 
holdings) for the GSAC since 1999. This operation occurs automatically in conjunction with data 
injection into the Archive. 

Outgoing FTP by Domain

edu
64%

gov
14%

com
12%

org
7%

foreign
3%

 

Figure 26. Anonymous ftp pickup from the UNAVCO Archive by Internet domain. 

SOPAC Archive 
UNAVCO supports archiving of GPS data at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center 
Archive through a subcontract. Within its extensive holdings, SOPAC mirrors copies of 
UNAVCO Archive data, and acts as an IGS Global Data Center. SOPAC continues to support 
the GPS Seamless Archive Center (GSAC) through assistance to GPS data center participation 
using SOPAC-developed tools, and providing user access tools. 

Science Products 
In addition to GPS raw and RINEX primary data, the Facility maintains science product archives 
for the UNAVCO Global GPS Velocity Field (GPSVEL) and International Lithosphere Program 
(ILP) Global Strain Rate Map (GSRM) projects. The Facility also provides tools for scientists 
and the general public to utilize Earth science data, especially GPS data. 
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Data Management Software 

UNAVCO has developed a binary GPS data exchange file and/or streaming format (BINEX; see 
website http://binex.unavco.org) as a flexible, extensible, compact alternative to the ASCII 
RINEX file format. BINEX is the future raw file format for PBO data and is now or soon to be 
implemented in certain Ashtech, Leica, Topcon, and Trimble GPS receivers. UNAVCO 
maintains a listserv on BINEX for support of Community BINEX developers and users. 

UNAVCO continues to develop and support the TEQC (GNSS Translation, Editing and Quality 
Checking) software package that is extensively used by the GPS community and remains the 
foundation of data input and output for the Facility Archive. TEQC is used nationally and 
internationally for major networks such as SCIGN, BARGEN, PANGA, and NASA’s GGN. 
TEQC software is downloaded an average of 20 times per day. 

Project and Operations Database 
The UNAVCO Project and Operations Databases hold critical administrative and operational 
information for UNAVCO. The equipment component of the database is used within UNAVCO 
for tracking thousands of pieces of equipment used in installations worldwide. The permanent 
station metadata tracking component of the database is used by project engineers and PIs to 
document station installations and to maintain updated permanent station metadata. During 
FY2007, maintenance and usability improvements were made on these databases. New reporting 
tools were added. 

WInSAR Archive 

UNAVCO’s WInSAR node was initiated in FY2005. During FY2006, UNAVCO became the 
home of the WInSAR system, and assumed the administrative and technical management of 
WInSAR. During FY2007, UNAVCO received the complete WInSAR software set from 
CalTech and Stanford, and got the existing ingestion software running for UNAVCO’s systems. 
UNAVCO’s WInSAR system currently has holdings of 1.2 terabytes. Enhancements to the 
website software have been made. Additional enhancements to the database and data request, 
display, and access mechanisms are planned. 
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3.0 Education, Outreach and Diversity 

The UNAVCO Education and Outreach made significant strides during the past year in 
implementing its strategic plan and reaching specific goals to engage our community in 
developing and presenting new programs. Some milestones include: 

• the internship program RESESS had three interns complete the first summer of the 
program and successfully recruited 4 new interns from underrepresented groups to enter 
the program in the summer of 2007. 

• the UNAVCO Short Course series expanded its offerings in 2006, and 

• new products using GPS data for educators at the middle/secondary and college levels 
were presented in professional development workshops. 

The first year of the Master Teacher-in Residence program recruited Roger Groom, a middle 
school Earth Science Teacher from Washington State. Mr. Groom and UNAVCO staff worked 
with research scientists Herb Dragert and Andy Newman on hands-on activities that utilize data 
from the Cascadia region. The activities for middle school were presented to teachers in a 
workshop at the fall AGU meeting and those for college were tested with 11 teachers at a GSA 
short course in Philadelphia. Input from these teachers was used to revise these activities before 
posting on the newly developed website, Data for Educators, http://www.unavco.org/ 
edu_outreach/data.html, a joint project among the UNAVCO E&O program, Facility, and PBO. 
This website provided the basis for a 4-hour short course for teachers at the National Science 
Teachers Association; this short course received very high evaluation. 

 

Figure 27. Roger Groom, Master Teacher-in-Residence, participates in a permanent GPS installation in Cascadia 
(left) and translates this experience into impermanent, model GPS antennas as part of a middle-school classroom 
activity using GPS data (center)! Teachers from around the country used new activities in a professional 
development workshop at Fall AGU, 2006. 

The Data for Educators page on the UNAVCO Education and Outreach website is part of a 
growing number of tools and products to access the data and scientific discoveries of the 
UNAVCO community for a variety of educational audiences. Other outreach improvements for 
the UNAVCO website included the addition of rotating science and community highlights to 
provide information about the research progress of the UNAVCO membership. Web statistics 
are being tracked to study the users and target webpages of our website. 
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Figure 28. New E&O webpages on the UNAVCO website. 

 

 

Figure 29. Summary statistics for the Education and Outreach web pages. The new E&O page went live in March 
2006. 

The UNAVCO Short Course Series held two workshops in 2006: GPS Data Analysis 
(GAMIT/GLOBK): A Short Course for Intermediate and Experiences Users and Working with 
Strainmeter and Tiltmeter Data: A short course for new users. A new webpage has been 
developed (http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/shortcourses.html) that enables the scientific 
community to learn about upcoming short courses and events, request financial support for 
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attendance, make suggestions for future short course subjects, and complete instant online 
registration. 

New metrics were developed for UNAVCO’s Education and Outreach program. The 
quantification of ‘people reached’ through UNAVCO’s E&O Program is based on the type of 
interaction that is beyond a visit to a museum, reading an article, or other casual interaction with 
education and outreach materials. Each person counted has contributed to curricular materials for 
the E&O program, participated in a workshop and/or short course (from 1 hour to 2.5 days). All 
of these interactions undergo evaluation. Estimates for 2007 are based on anticipated enrollments 
for workshops and short courses, as described in our work plan. Numbers for 2008 and 2009 are 
anticipated people we can serve with existing staff during the period of dissemination versus our 
current development phase. Detailed E&O metrics are given at http://www.unavco.org/ 
edu_outreach/about/documents.html. A complete evaluation report for the RESESS program for 
its first year is also found on the UNAVCO E&O webpage. 

 

Figure 30. Quantifying the impact by number of ‘people reached’ through UNAVCO’s Education and Outreach 
Program. These community leaders are teachers, faculty, scientists, participants in UNAVCO Short Course Series 
and interns. 

Increasing diversity in the geosciences is an important goal of the E&O program. RESESS 
(Research Experience in Solid Earth Science) has 7 interns in its second year of funding. 
UNAVCO’s participation in national meetings such as the Society for the Advancement of 
Chicanos and Native Americans, the National Association of Black Geologists and 
Geophysicists, and active engagement with faculty at institutions with a high proportion of 
students from underrepresented students has helped build the applicant pool. 
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Figure 31. 2007 RESESS interns participate in four days of leadership workshop at NCAR (left) and visit USGS 
Golden to introduce Cynthia Hyland (second from left) and Emanuelle Bonilla Feliciano (second from right) to their 
science mentor, Harley Benz. 

During 2006, UNAVCO recreated its informational printed materials and produced new pieces 
such as the Earth, Wind, Sea, and Sky (RESESS research results) with UCAR and the interactive, 
data-rich ruler with accompanying educational website. 

 

Figure 32. UNAVCO produces and distributes a number of engaging, informative outreach materials at national and 
international meetings.
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Appendix A: UNAVCO Permanent Station Support 

Network Name or Location Principal Investigator Number of Active 
Stations 

Level of Effort in 
2006 

EarthScope/PBO Mike Jackson, UNAVCO 605 high 
Nucleus/ExNets Freddy Blume, UNAVCO 211 high 
GGN Core Stations Dave Stowers, JPL 68 high 
SoumiNet John Braun, UCAR 61 medium 
BARGEN (non ExNets) Brian Wernicke, Caltech 51 high 
Hawaii Paul Segall, Stanford 28 low 
Rio Grande Rift Sheehan, CU 25 high 
GULFNET Roy Dokka, LSU 25 low 
SAGE New Zealand John Beavan, GNS 15 low 
Antarctica Phil Kyle, New Mexico Tech 14 high 
L1 Networks Various 14 low 
Mauna Loa Ben Brooks, U. Hawaii 11 high 
Bangladesh Mike Steckler, LDEO 11 high 
Mid America/New Madrid Bob Smalley, U. Memphis 11 medium 
Jalisco, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 10 medium 
Calabria Mike Steckler, LDEO 9 high 
US Array John Derr, IRIS 9 high 
Nicoya Costa Rica Tim Dixon, U. Miami 8 high 
Oaxaca, Mexico Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 8 medium 
Mediterranean Rob Reilinger, MIT 7 high 
Alaska/Denali Jeff Freymueller, UAF 7 low 
Central Asia Tom Herring, MIT 6 low 
U.S. Coast Guard/CORS Ben Otteni, USCG 6 low 
Other NASA GGN/SENH Various 5 high 
EBRY Bob Smith, U. Utah 5 medium 
Idaho National Lab Suzette Payne, INL 5 low 
Guerrero Coast Kristine Larson, CU 4 medium 
Akutan Volcano Tom Murray, USGS 4 low 
Southeast Alaska Jeff Freymueller, UAF 4 low 
Galapagos (Dual Freq) Dennis Geist, U. Idaho 4 high 
Okmok Volcano Jeff Freymueller, UAF 4 low 
Mt. Spurr Jeff Freymueller, UAF 3 low 
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Socorro Andy Newman, Georgia Tech 3 high 
El Salvador Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison 3 medium 
Andaman Islands John Puchakalaya, U. Memphis 3 medium 
Greenland Kristine Larson, CU 3 medium 
Bhutan Roger Bilham, CU 2 high 
Santorini Andy Newman, Georgia Tech 2 high 
Las Vegas Geoff Blewitt, UNR 2 medium 
Northern Mexico Rick Bennet, U. Arizona 2 high 
Miscellaneous UNAVCO Jim Normandeau, UNAVCO 2 low 
Mt. Washington, NH Steve Nerem, CU 1 medium 
DIVE Meghan Miller 1 medium 
IAGT Matt Starr, IAGT 1 medium 

Total Number of Permanent Stations Supported in 2007 
2006 

1283 
1039  
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Appendix B. UNAVCO NASA Support 

B-1.0  Summary 

The UNAVCO Facility provides GPS project support to investigators funded by the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) and National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), 
including the NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise. In addition, support is provided to the NASA Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) in their management of the NASA Global GPS Network (GGN) 
and to the International GPS Service (IGS) Central Bureau (CB), also located at JPL. 

UNAVCO provides daily monitoring support for 76 NASA permanent GPS stations. NASA 
provides support for the GPS infrastructure through a network of permanent GPS stations called 
the Global GPS Network (GGN) that represents approximately 20% of the stations that make up 
the IGS permanent station global network. UNAVCO’s first response authority continues for 58 
GGN stations contributing to the IGS. UNAVCO will handle all direct monitoring and 
troubleshooting responsibilities and respond with appropriate action while informing JPL of on-
going actions and effects on data quality and availability. In addition, UNAVCO is retaining the 
same responsibilities for the GGN, SENH and other NASA installations already handled at the 
Facility. 

 

 

B-2.0 Support of the Global GPS Network (GGN) 

NASA provides support for the GPS infrastructure through a network of permanent GPS stations 
called the Global GPS Network (GGN) which represents approximately 20% of the 345 active 
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stations (as of June 8th, 2007) that make up the IGS permanent station global network. Data from 
these stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are essential for Earth science 
research, multidisciplinary applications, and education. 

Increasingly important for the IGS community, is providing high-rate (1Hz) data products for 
real-time global, differential corrections for dynamic positioning. JPL is currently receiving 1Hz 
data, in real-time, from about 45 global stations and UNAVCO’s responsibility has increased to 
include first response monitoring, operational and backup functions for these important real-time 
installations. Also, GGN stations represent approximately 25% of IGS hourly stations. 

JPL-NASA and UNAVCO have also been fostering active collaborative opportunities with IRIS 
where it is feasible and practical. These collaborations have resulted in four direct Internet 
equipment co-shares, and an additional two (GPS and seismic) instrument co-locations. Two 
more are planned later this year (as discussed in the following paragraphs). 

B-2.1 GGN Permanent Installations 
The Facility participates in site reconnaissance, site selection, monumentation, and establishing 
local infrastructure such as power and communications. The goals include successful 
implementation of initial capability at the stations, collection of data indefinitely or during the 
period of planned experiments, maintenance of valuable collaborations, and contributing to the 
long term future of the global GPS infrastructure. 

In the last fiscal year (as of June 8th, 2007) UNAVCO has performed one new international 
installation and two domestic station maintenance visits. The new GGN station was installed at 
the College of Lands and Architectural Studies (UCLAS) in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. The 
installation includes a wireless Internet bridge to an Internet capable GPS receiver. A UNAVCO 
engineer handled the site installation during campaign work for a PI in Tanzania. This is a good 
example of how co-funded projects (NSF funded the campaign work and NASA funded the 
permanent station installation) benefit from the Facility’s expertise and ability to combine travel 
and project work. 

One of the domestic maintenance visits was done to the GGN/IGS station on the Harvest Oil 
Platform (HARV) outside California. The existing VSAT link was faulty and new VSAT 
equipment was installed. This installation posed great challenges due to restricted access and 
platform logistics such as space and sky view. The station is now operational and two GPS 
receivers, one high rate, real-time, are delivering data again. 

A maintenance trip was also done to the Pie Town, NM (PIE1) IGS reference station. Major 
upgrade work including an antenna cable replacement, and an Ashtech choke ring antenna swap, 
was concluded. This important reference station is now operational again and delivering good 
data. The reference clock (H-Maser) at the PIE1 station was also replaced by NRAO. 

A site visit was conducted by personnel from MIT and King Abdulaziz City for Science and 
Technology (KACST) in Saudi Arabia to service the GGN (and other) stations in that country. 
The communication equipment at the Solar Village (SOLA) station was upgraded and new, daily 
files are now being published through the CDDIS. UNAVCO provided engineering testing, 
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technical assistance and equipment for this upgrade. This upgrade finalizes the work started last 
year including a computer upgrade in Rijadh. 

The GGN station in Riobamba, Ecuador (RIOP) has been recommissioned with new GPS 
equipment from the Facility. The station is now operated with collaboration from Instituto 
Geofísico in Quito. Official data delivery to the CDDIS is currently weekly due to extensive 
communication costs, but due to interest from the community data will be made available even at 
this sparse rate. 

Planning and preparations are also being done for two new GGN/IGS installations in Africa this 
year. One station will be co-located with an IRIS/IDA seismic station on Madagascar. IDA and 
UNAVCO will share installation and operation expenses for a proposed ADSL Internet 
connection for this station. A UNAVCO engineer will travel to Madagascar to install the 
monument and the associated GPS and computer equipment. The second installation will be in 
Kenya in collaboration with the Regional Centre for Mapping of Resources for Development 
(RCMRD) in Nairobi. Personnel from RCMRD will do the site installation while UNAVCO 
personnel will provide technical guidance and instructions, and ship GPS equipment and 
computer to the organization. Both of these new installations in Africa will in addition to their 
GGN/IGS contributions also be of high value to the AFREF initiative discussed below. 

UNAVCO is also working on several new installations and two re-occupations of old stations. 
The final number of new installation have not been decided at this point, but among the 
candidates are; Algeria, Ethiopia, Cocos Island, and the Falkland Islands. The two re-
installations are planned for Argentina (CORD), if the required MOU between CONAE and 
NASA can be submitted in time, and Ascension Island (ASC1). The ASC1 station will require 
the installation of a new VSAT communication hub for Internet connectivity, and new GPS 
equipment. UNAVCO is working with a satellite provider to acquire landing rights and quotes 
for the VSAT equipment. GPS and computer equipment is also being shipped to Israel for the 
installation of a new GGN station there. This will be a high-rate, near real-time installation 
installed by personnel from Survey of Israel (SOI), with equipment provided by JPL/NASA. 

The Facility also upgraded or replaced faulty receivers at seven GGN/IGS stations during this 
period (MDO1, SEY1 (twice), HRAO, FAIR, ISPA, and CHUM), and antennas were replaced at 
PIE1 and TANZ. The receiver upgrade at CHUM (Chumysh, Kazakhstan) was facilitated using 
one of the new Trimble NetRs receivers the Russian Academy of Sciences purchased through 
UNAVCO’s community purchase program last year. Several GGN station computers have been 
upgraded to meet more stringent (computer) security regulations for NASA operated equipment. 
A new batch of new Linux computers are being evaluated at the Facility for an on-going upgrade 
of the GGN network computers planned for this year. A few small, low power, mini-pc’s have 
been configured by JPL for deployment to selected stations with either limited space or limited 
power (solar, etc.). Five (5) new Trimble NetRs systems have been purchased for use in testing 
and station deployments, and ten (10) new Ashtech iCGRS (Internet ready) receiver systems are 
on order. These will be used for GGN wide station upgrades and some of the new installations. 

UNAVCO Archive has also added one new station to their list and are now archiving data from 
the Recife, Brazil (RECF) station. This is done under the existing collaboration between INPE 
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and NASA and now the IBGE organization in Brazil. Data is being distributed to INPE, JPL, and 
the CDDIS. 

B-2.2 Daily GGN Monitoring and Upgrades 
UNAVCO provided daily monitoring support for 76 NASA permanent GPS stations during this 
report period, 30 of which are part of the LEO sub-network, three are part of the Deep Space 
Network (DSN), 28 sites are real-time 1Hz (RTNT offloaded) global stations, and three were 
installed with other NASA funding. The network monitoring responsibility requires over 100 
individual troubleshooting tasks every month at GGN stations around the world. The individual 
tasks include computer OS troubleshooting, maintenance and upgrades, receiver troubleshooting 
and resets, software upgrades, general site maintenance and communications with local contacts 
and collaborators regarding maintenance, payment of expenses, requests for equipment/spares, 
and plans for site visits and future station plans. 

Between November 1st, 2006 and June 8th, 2007 UNAVCO has performed over 700 individual 
troubleshooting tasks. The most important are in association with the upgrades mentioned in the 
section above, but extensive work is also routinely being done remotely from the UNAVCO 
offices to maintain computers, upgrade data download programs, troubleshoot and correct 
receiver problems, and support work to pay for Internet and associated expenses as well as 
shipping equipment back and forth between stations. This is what ultimately ensures an 
operational GGN network. 

B-2.3 GGN Back-up 
Beginning in the last quarter of 1998, UNAVCO and JPL began working together to develop a 
method to enhance the reliability of data delivery from GGN stations to the broader GPS 
community via the Crustal Dynamics Data Information System (CDDIS). Toward that goal, 
UNAVCO and JPL collaborated to develop a backup/data offload capability that can be 
implemented in the event of a system failure at JPL. 

During pre-planned test periods and in the event of an actual system failure at JPL, UNAVCO 
will assume responsibility for downloading raw data from a subset of the GGN stations. This 
process includes retrieving raw data from remote stations, creating RINEX files, and pushing 
those files to CDDIS - all in near real time. New backup capabilities have been added including 
data handling for 1Hz RTNT Ashtech data conversion to 1Hz RINEX files.
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B-3.0 Other Support Activities 

B-3.1 Support to the IGS Central Bureau (CB) 
UNAVCO support to the IGS Central Bureau included providing technical and logistical support 
for the various IGS CB responsibilities and functions as defined in the IGS Terms of Reference, 
primarily for the day-to-day coordination of the service. The IGS CB Web Mirror (igsws) 
maintenance includes installing Web server software, operating system patches, and security 
fixes. The IGS CB web mirror keeps a daily backup of the IGS CB Web site which consists of 
approximately 3 Gb of web pages, mail forums, and ftp files. This Web mirror has been 
implemented to provide a persistent IGS CB Web presence in the event of a system failure at 
JPL. 

UNAVCO personnel also support the maintenance of UNAVCO’s TEQC (Translation, Editing 
and Quality Check) software that is commonly used for data conditioning by most IGS 
participants. UNAVCO personnel participate in discussions with the CB and/or the IGS 
Infrastructure Committee on relevant topics such as equipment calibration, station operations, 
and data formats, and maintain the capability to provide backup access to critical data and 
product for the IGS. UNAVCO also attend and participate in IGS meetings (the IGS Workshop 
in Darmstadt, Germany in May 2006 being the latest) and related meetings (the AFREF meeting 
in Cape Town, South Africa in July 2006), interface with GPS manufactures on receiver and 
antenna issues, and assist the IGS CB in evaluating organizational requirements and 
implementing new capabilities as necessary to effectively manage the IGS. 

B-3.2  Support Software Development 
Four major software packages continue to be supported. The primary package is TEQC, a tool 
for translating, editing, and quality checking GPS data. TEQC is now widely used by institutions 
and investigators around the world including JPL and CDDIS. Embedded in TEQC is a 
UNAVCO-developed binary exchange (BINEX) format software which is being promoted to 
make raw data streams more robust and compact. Also, the receiver offload software packages 
EGADS/SHARC and the next generation, SCHEDG/SHARC, allowing for control and 
download capabilities of Ashtech Z-XII3 and MicroZ receivers continues to be used. And lastly, 
a new UNAVCO data offload program has been developed and deployed utilizing Perl code and 
the SHARC program to automatically download data. It is designed to connect to an Ashtech 
receiver (direct serial or phone connection), determine what files are on it, then download and 
verify the files, and then delete the files from the receiver one at a time, if the download was 
successful. 

B-3.3  L2C Experiment Support 
UNAVCO is supporting JPL with logistical and equipment configuration support for the “First 
demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)” experiment. 
Using existing NASA/JPL capabilities and the existing GGN network distribution, six new L2C 
capable GPS receivers have successfully been deployed to existing GGN/IGS stations and one 
other IGS station. Trimble NetRs receivers (and three chokering antennas) have been deployed 
and are operational. The six stations are: McMurdo, Fairbanks, Hawaii, South Africa, 
Spitsbergen, and at the UNAVCO Facility in Boulder. L2C data is being collected and archived 

 



 

at JPL, and will be integrated into the existing analysis and evaluation capability at JPL. The 
initial demonstration period is set to last about nine months starting in the fall of 2005. The first 
Block II-RM L2C satellite launch happened in October 2005, and the new signal was 
successfully tracked shortly after that by the newly deployed network after being enabled by the 
Air Force. The data sets are available from the CDDIS.  

 
Figure 33. IGS Global L2C Experiment is being conducted to monitor the L2C signal and demonstrate civil interest 
in the modernized GPS. UNAVCO is supporting this experiment by deploying six of the thirteen stations with this 
capability. Stations deployed by UNAVCO are co-located at GGN stations and operated jointly with JPL. 

B-3.4  Marshall Antenna and Equipment Test Facility 
The new UNAVCO equipment test facility at Marshall Field outside Boulder for investigation of 
receiver and antenna performance, equipment mixing, and new GPS observables issues, has been 
completed. Two concrete monuments with a total of four antenna marks for antenna mixing and 
tests, have been constructed. The test facility was constructed to meet current and future needs 
for equipment tests to determine offsets and biases resulting from antenna mixing, new 
observables (L2C, L5, and the new Galileo system), and new GPS technology. These test are 
important to determine equipment effects and biases when processing GPS satellite ephemerides, 
Earth rotation parameters, global tracking station coordinates and velocities, GPS satellite and 
tracking station clock information, zenith tropospheric path delay estimates, and global 
ionospheric maps. These processing results are being used by the International Earth Rotation 
and Reference Systems Service (IERS) for the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) 
and other products such as monitoring deformation of the Earth, monitoring Earth rotation, 
monitoring the troposphere and ionosphere, and determining orbits of scientific satellites. 
Currently one system is operating at the Marshall test site with more to come as test plans are 
being finalized through JPL. The test facility is a complete stand-alone system with solar power 
and a wireless Internet connection back to the UNAVCO backbone. Additional communication 
equipment will be deployed to support receiver offloads and independent communication tests, 
including VSAT systems and CDMA modems. 

 



 

 

Figure 34. GGN equipment testing being conducted at the UNAVCO test site near Marshall, Colorado. 

B-3.5 Other Support Activities 

The Unification of African Reference Frames (AFREF) Project 

One UNAVCO employee attended the AFREF Workshop (http://geoinfo.uneca.org/afref/) in 
Cape Town in July 2006. UNAVCO is continuing to play an important role in the workshop 
proceedings and discussions, and US $26,000 was transferred from the UNAVCO GGN budget 
to cover participant travel expenses for African investigators. UNAVCO will contribute more 
funds this year for participant support for the upcoming AFREF Meeting in Nairobi, Kenya in 
July 2007. In addition, equipment and technical assistance is being provided for the new CORS 
station in Kenya (see also discussion in Section 2.1 above). As discussed earlier UNAVCO is 
working on several possible collaborations with African host organizations to densify the sparse 
GPS coverage on that continent and provide CORS stations that will meet IGS standards and 
contribute to the AFREF project. Tanzania (TANZ), Kanya, and Madagascar are examples of 
these collaborations. The map below shows the sparse GPS coverage on the African continent 
and the importance of supporting the AFREF initiative and the upcoming workshop in Kenya 

NASA Project Web Site 
A new "NASA Project" front page for the UNAVCO Facility Web page with interactive station 
maps (GGN and SENH) is now live. View the new site at http://facility.unavco.org/ 
project_support/nasa/nasa.html Additional content will be added throughout the year, including 
more on the IRIS/IDA – NASA-JPL collaborations and co-locations, and the Marshall Antenna 
and Equipment Test Facility. 

 

http://geoinfo.uneca.org/afref/
http://facility.unavco.org/%0Bproject_support/nasa/nasa.html
http://facility.unavco.org/%0Bproject_support/nasa/nasa.html
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